Recommender systems play an essential role in music streaming services, prominently in the form of personalized playlists. Exploring the user interactions within these listening sessions can be bene cial to understanding the user preferences in the context of a single session. In the Spotify Sequential Skip Prediction Challenge 1 , WSDM, and Spotify are challenging people to understand the way users sequentially interact with music. We describe our solution approach in this paper and also state proposals for further improvements to the model. e proposed model initially generates a xed vector representation of the session, and this additional information is incorporated into an Encoder-Decoder style architecture. is method achieved the seventh position in the competition 2 , with a mean average accuracy of 0.604 on the test set. e solution code is available on GitHub 3 .
INTRODUCTION
In many of the music streaming services such as Spotify 4 , personalized music recommendation systems play a prominent role. ese recommendation systems allow the user to listen to suggested music based on a particular song, the user's mood, time or location. e vast amount of available music and diverse interests exhibited by various users, as well as by the same user during di erent situations pose considerable challenges to such systems. As part of WSDM Cup 2019 5 , the Spotify Sequential Skip Prediction Challenge mainly explores the sequential nature of user interactions during music listening sessions.
Spotify has provided 130 million listening sessions for training for this challenge. Another 30 million sessions are provided as the test set [1] . Each session is divided into two nearly equal halves, with the information about tracks available for both halves of a session. However, the user interaction features are available only for the rst half 6 . e task is to predict if the user skipped any of the tracks in the second half. e length of each session varies from 10 to 20 tracks. is means the model has to predict skipping behavior for ve tracks for the shortest sessions, and ten tracks for the longest. Metadata such as duration, release year, and US popularity estimate is provided for every track. Also, audio features such as acousticness, tempo, loudness are provided. For each track that the user was presented within the session, interactions such as seek forward/backward, short/long pause before play are available. Finally, session information such as the time of the day, date, premium user or not, context type of playlist is present.
In the dataset, skipping behavior is classi ed into four types:
(1) skip 1: Boolean indicating if the track was only played very brie y (2) skip 2: Boolean indicating if the track was only played brie y (3) skip 3: Boolean indicating if most of the track was played (4) not skipped: Boolean indicating that the track was played in its entirety e objective of the challenge is limited to predicting just the skip 2 behavior. Tables 1 to 3 present distributions for some of the features in the dataset 7 . From Table 2 , it can be inferred that the skip 2 variable is fairly balanced between the true and false classes. We can also observe, from Table 3 , that the skipping behavior remained consistent from track 4.
e test set distributions of features were found to be very similar to that of the training set. Hence, neither sampling nor other modi cations were made to the training set before training the model.
RELATED WORK
Deep learning based recommendation methods have been extensively studied during recent years [13] . Session-based music recommender systems speci cally try to infer user's preferences and context using information from a single session. is di ers from session-aware systems which use previous interactions of the same user in the recommendation process [9] . e current task shares many aspects of session-based music recommender systems. Hence, understanding the approaches that are employed to such systems is useful for the current task. A survey and evaluation of various approaches to Session-based recommendation systems was presented in [7] . Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) have been shown to work exceedingly well with sequential modeling tasks [4] . As such, in [5] , a new architecture named GRU4REC that employs Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) was proposed to predict the probability of subsequent events given a session beginning. A data augmentation technique that improves upon [5] via sequence pre-processing was proposed in [11] . To model the changes in user behavior based on context, a new recurrent architecture was proposed in [10] .
APPROACH 3.1 Modi ed Encoder-Decoder Architecture
In 2014, Cho et al. [3] proposed the Encoder-Decoder architecture, that consisted of two recurrent neural networks (RNN). e Encoder RNN strives to encode the input sequence into a xed length representation, and from this representation, the Decoder RNN generates a correct, variable length target sequence. e architecture was proposed for the statistical machine translation, for which it was shown to be a signi cant improvement over previous methods.
e current task of sequential skip prediction shares the variable length and the sequential dependency aspects of the statistical machine translation. However, di ering signi cantly from the statistical machine translation task, the current data set contains information about the tracks in the second half. ere is a direct one-to-one correspondence between the track and the output skip prediction. In the following sections, We describe a modi ed Encoder-Decoder architecture that takes advantage of the unique characteristics of the present dataset.
Base transformation of input data
e raw input feature vector space might not be an ideal representation for processing by the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) cells in the model. Hence, a single Fully-Connected (FC) layer was used to transform the user interaction features and other metadata about the session into a higher dimensional representation. Similarly, a separate FC layer was used to process the acoustic and other metadata associated with tracks. Note that the same FC layer mutates tracks from both the rst and the second half of the session. Both the FC layers were equipped with the recti cation (ReLU) nonlinearity. Only the transformed features were used subsequently in the model.
Compact representation of the session
As shown by Cho et al. [2] , Encoder-Decoder architectures exhibit weakness in handling long sentences. e xed-length vector representation that is transferred from encoder to decoder may not have enough capacity to encode the complicated relationships within the data. Many solutions have been proposed to mitigate this issue [8] [12] . In the current approach, a compact representation of the session is generated to preserve information for use by Decoder. is xed length vector is then concatenated with each track's features, before being fed into the Encoder or Decoder.
e track features corresponding to the rst half of the session were concatenated with the rst half's user interaction features.
is was then fed into a Bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) network. e nal output from this Bi-directional LSTM can be considered to contain aspects such as overall user behavior in the session and user behavior with respect to speci c track features within the session.
During the previous computation, we have only considered the rst half of the session. However, we also have the track information for the second half of the session. Usage of track information from both the rst and second halves can lead to a be er understanding of the nature of the playlist. Hence a second BiLSTM layer was used to transform the long sequence of all the tracks within the session into a xed length vector.
e combined output from both the Bi-directional LSTMs can now be considered as a compact representation of all the information that is available to the model as input. 
Encoder
At every track's prediction, the Decoder now has easy access to a representation of the session from the input. Hence, the only goal of the Encoder currently is to create the initial state for the decoder.
e Encoder consists of an FC layer and a subsequent BiLSTM layer.
Decoder
e track features of the second half along with xed vector representation of the session is rst sent to an FC layer with ReLU non-linearity. e purpose of this layer can be seen as a context se ing mechanism -the track features are being transformed using the current session as the context. Note that the weights of this FC layer are shared with that of the FC layer from the Encoder.
e output from the previous layer is now sent to a BiLSTM layer. For the very rst track in the second half, the nal state from Skipping behavior exhibited by the user during the previous track is a signi cant predictor for the current track. Hence, the output from the Decoder for the previous track is combined with the output from the previous layer. In case of the rst track, the actual skip 2 value of the last track in the rst half is used. is combined vector is sent to an LSTM layer. Finally, the output from the LSTM layer is fed into a Fully Connected layer with Sigmoid non-linearity to generate the prediction.
MODEL TRAINING 4.1 Evaluation metric
For evaluation, Mean Average Accuracy (MAA) was selected as the primary metric for the challenge. Here, the average accuracy is de ned as
where:
• T is the number of tracks to be predicted for the given session • A(i) is the accuracy at position i of the sequence • L(i) is the Boolean indicator for if the i'th prediction was correct e motivation for the metric is the notion that the immediate track's prediction is most important. As a tie-breaking secondary metric, the average accuracy of the rst prediction was used. Table 4 shows Average Accuracy values for various predictions on a sequence of length 5. As illustrated by the table, a wrong prediction of the rst track decreases the AA value by 0.457 whereas an incorrect prediction of the last track would reduce the AA by just 0.2. One way to interpret this is that the rst prediction is (0.457/0.2 =) 2.285 times as important as the last prediction in this example. Incorporating this information into the loss function is useful. Hence, session positions were allocated weights in proportion to the decrease in Average Accuracy value when the prediction for that session position alone is incorrect. Log Loss with weights assigned for each session position was used for optimizing the parameters of the model.
Loss function and weights

Training
Due to time and resource constraints, we were not able to train the model on the whole data set. ree mutually exclusive sets of sessions were sampled from the data -Training, Validation, and
Test. e Model was trained on the training set, using the validation set to determine the stopping point. e parameters were tuned until the loss on validation set plateaued. e third sample -Test set was used to perform a local evaluation of the model.
Results
Before the results of the proposed method are presented, we introduce the result of a baseline model. e baseline model uses the skipping behavior of the last track in the rst half as the prediction for all the tracks in the second half. is model scored 0.537 on MAA and 0.742 on First prediction accuracy. Predictions from the proposed model in this paper resulted in an MAA score of 0.604 and First Prediction accuracy of 0.792 on the hold-out set, thus achieving the seventh position in the competition.
FUTURE WORK
Only around 20% of the data was used for training the model because of resource constraints. Instead, training the model on 80% of the data (leaving 20% of the sessions for validation and test sets) might improve accuracy. During the exploration phase, a Random Forest (RF) model was built to predict the rst track of the second half. Another RF model was trained to predict the last track in the second half. is model was built using the session log features until the last track, which is unlike the setup of this challenge where session log features are only available for the rst half. Both the models achieved similar levels of accuracy. is reveals that fundamentally, user behavior during the end of the second half is not much more variable (and thus not harder to predict) than during the beginning of the second half. If complete data is available until the previous track, then any session position can be predicted with reasonable accuracy.
In the absence of complete data, we can try to generate predictions for missing features by building a model that predicts those features. Hence if a model was trained to predict all types of user interactions (skip 1, 2, and 3, hist user behavior reason start, and other remaining features), it is possible that the resulting model might be be er at predicting skip 2. Similar to the proposed model in this paper, this model can use the previous time step's predictions while predicting the current time step.
Another option is to employ transfer learning. Transfer learning has been useful in many areas, with one prominent example being the use of ImageNet-trained models [6] . As described in the previous paragraph, we can build and train a model to predict all the user interaction features available in the data. Such a model theoretically would have inferred more aspects of the user behavior than a model that is solely trained for skip 2 prediction. We can then ne-tune the top layers of this model speci cally for skip 2 resulting in be er skip 2 prediction accuracy.
